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Pakula Phantom Jet. Brad J. Wicked Marlin
Lure!

Pakul  Phantom is a long corner, long rigger and shot gun special. Its straight, tight swimming action will
continue in any conditions at any speed.
Even when the fishing has shut down the Pakula Phantom still performs its spell catching lots of fish in
waters where no other lures or even live baits are working.

Lure length 240mm (9.5").

Colour: Brad J

Style: Phantom Paua

These lures also feature lumo faces & heads & skirts contain special UV additives.

This lure is great to run along side a Pakula Cockroach.

Pakula History

In 1997 Peter Pakula was the first lure manufacturer to make lures from super tough, super clear
Polyurethane resulting in the first Softease and Diamond Heads. Part of this system was developing a
system using single molds to form Trolling Lure Heads. In 2012 we have taken the system further
introducing a new form of two part material that is even tougher than than any used previously, plus with
new additives in UV code named UV2, Fluorescent and Luminescent (Lumo®) etc. We have put together
the Paua Hothead Jet Range which includes Keel Weighted Heads with a Lumo® face.

The head shapes, sizes and skirt sizes are the same as our most successful range to date, the Softease
Fangs. We have added Bullet Heads to the Jet Range and brought back the Short Shot Range in both
Keeled Jets and Standard Heads including the updated Hornet, Shaker and Pacemaker.

Technology

Lumo: This additive absorbs and stores light energy and therefore glows in the dark. This increased light
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source also increases the visible distance of the lure even in daylight.

UV2: All Pakula skirts now have the UV2 Additive. Ultra Violet additives enhance and brighten colours past
the blue side of the spectrum penetrating the water further than normal colours and are, therefore, the
most visible. UV2 is a recent development which is much brighter than previous UV additives we used.

UVAten: This is an additive that changes colour when it is in direct sunlight which aids in the contrast of
the colour in the lure and increases its visibility.

Multitech: “MT” is a name we are giving to a combination of additives used both in Pakula Lure Heads and
Pakula Lure Skirts that includes additives that are brand new and not any used previously which we will not
name due to the numbers of copies.

Cat: In 2017 we added a new additive called ‘Cat’ which we are saying very little about. You might say
“we’re not letting the cat out of the bag”. The incredible results of colours like Brad J which is giving Lumo
Green a run for supremacy tell us and you that we are certainly on the right track with the Cat.

Weight
0.1kg


